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AFTER INTENDING AND quite a bit milder than the real gar from box-elder sap. He came 
procrastinating for many years I thing. from New England, where he 
have actually made box-elder * * * had been familiar with all the 
. I AM NOT RECOlVIMENDING processes of making maple sugar 
syrup. Of course it was not an the manufacture of box-elder sy- and something that I had writ-
original discovery of mine that rup as a commercial enterprise. ten about the possibility of mak-
syrup can be According to my crude way of ing sugar from the boxelder 
made from the figuring I estimate that it would aroused his curiosity, and he 
sap of the box- take about 15 gallons of sap to tried it successfully. He gave me 
e Ider. Genera- make a gallon of syrup, and I a cake of the sugar, which re-
tions - probab- suppose that the fuel to evapor- sembled maple sugar, but was 
ly centuries -- ate that much water would cost lighter in color and milder in'} 
ago, the Indians more than the product would be flavor. · 
were m a k i n g worth especially if one were to * * * 
syrup and sugar do the job on a gas stove. SP RI N G IS BACKWARD.. 
from maple sap, * * * Here it is the first of ,May, and 
wherever the WHEN MAPLE SUGAR WAS while a little seeding has been 
map I es grew, T made on the farms in the early done, most of the fields are still 
and where there :  i days fuel had no value. Wood too moist for work. However, a 
were no maples, ~. was a surplus commodity, and few days of real spring weather 
but plenty of it was logged into great piles will fix that, and farmers are 
box-elders, as in and burned just to get it out o:f now so equipped that the field 
, North Dakota, the way. Hence the cost of work can be finished up in short 
' they tapped box- oavtes. keeping a fire under the sugar- order. 
elders instead. kettle· did not enter into the cal- * * * 
And . every on e knows that culations. Now it is different, and GROWTH OF VEGETATION 
in the spring, when the sap elaborately designed evaporating has been held back and the trees 
I is running, as it · trickles down plants are used to conserve both are only beginning to show 
I the trees from occasional wounds fuel and labor. signs . of life Under the condi-
'lin the bark, when it evaporates * * * tions we may expect rapid ac-
1 
it leaves a sweet gum which chil- SUGAR IS PRESENT IN THE tion, and we are likely to find 
dren often lick. sap of many trees, the maples that the world has turned green 
, * * * having the highest percentage of almost overnight. We can never 
LONG YEARS AGO I WAS any of our ordinary trees. The tell what may happen to foliage 
familiar with the making of box-elder belongs to the maple and blossoms in any season, but 
rpaple sugar ·back east, and I in- family. In eastern Canada where there is at least the probability 
tended to experiment with box- the tree is not native, but where that when growth is held back 
elder sap, just as a matter of occasional specimens have been until late we shall escape damage 
entertainment, and at last I have imported from the northwest it from late frosts. On that basis 
done it. Obtaining permission I is often called the Manitoba this should be a good year for 
tapped a neighbor's tree. I start- maple. I have understood that lilacs. They will be late, but on 
ed too late in the season, and the the sap of the ash also has a that account will be more likely 
sap quit running right after I fairly high sugar content, but I to escape frost injury. 
started operations, but I collect- never heard of anyone making * * * 
ed about a pint of sap, clear, like syrup of it. SEVERAL OF MY FRIENDS 
water, and just a little sweet. * * * ·have reported scilla and crocuses 
This I boiled down until I had I HA VE TOLD LONG AGO in bloom. I haven't any of those 
a few spoonfuls of fairly heavy of Rev. C. D. Locklin, pioneer plants, but my early tulips have 
palatable "maple" syrup. It has missionary in North Dakota, and the late ones are well bud-
a distinct maplish flavor, but making not only syrup, but su- ded. 
THAT AUTOMOBILE CRASH has been reported to show that just resigned his position as con,. 
at Slayton, Minnesota, in which either had a record .of ~eckl~ss- ductor o~ the New York city! 
1 1. were lost is con- ness. Reasonably strict hcensmg symphomc orchestra, a position e even ives ' ·. regulations are highly desirable, which he has held for four years. 
ceded to have been th~ worst m but all the regulations in the The orchestra is part of the WPA 1 
the his~o:y ?f world will not prevent youthful music project. - Creatore offered! 
a~tomobilmg 11:1 exuberance from expressing it- the following explanation of his 
· ~i~neso~a, and self in ways that are dangerous resignation: 
it 1s belleved to in the absence of a rooted and * * * 
have establis?- ever-present consciousness of the "I WAS ASKED," HE S A ID, 
e~ a record 1? importance of safety. "to write an instrumentation forl 
~1ghway fatah- * * * the city's orchestra and band so 
ti~s for the en- I GOVERNOR DICKINSON, OF that the two of them could play 
t 1 re country., Wisconsin, told the Methodist together at the same concert. 
There appears bishops at Atlanta the other day 'The Life of Caesar,' by Glinka, 
to be no r~cord that the country went sadly as- I worked on. Then I went out of 
?f a~ accident tray in the matter of intemper- town. While I was away the WP A 
mvolvmg O n 1 Y ance after President Roosevelt says I am not spending enough 
passe1:1ger . cars "brought beer back. Now, he time on Glinka. I am a musician, 
resultmg m an said, "people have liquor in their not a bridge-building project. So 
equal number of cellars that they never thought I resign." 
Davtes. deaths. of drinking during prohibition." * * * 
* * * Although Governor Dickinson is YEARS A G O CREATORE 
THE TRAGEDY SHOCKED 81 years old, he can't have been brought an Italian band to Grand 
the country and aroused new in- around very much or he would Forks and gave us some good mu-
I terest in the subject of highway know better than that. He would sic. He had been featured as the safety. One correspondent sees have known that it was during world's most extravagant and ec-
in the accident a demonstration prohibition that the brewing of centric conductor, and after see-
of the need for stricter regula- beer in basements became one of ing him on the stage we all 
tions covering the licensim of the recognized domestic arts and agreed that it must be so. On 
drivers. Most persons will agree that it was during that period the stage, when he warmed up 
that only persons of demonstrat- that innumerable persons who to his work Creatore was a wild 
ed fitness should be permitted to had not formerly been much in- man. With arms waving and his j 
drive cars. But no facts have terested in liquor, one way or an- heavy black mane flying as if a 
been brought to light in connec- other, became adepts in the art tornado had struck it he was anf 
tion with the Slayton accident to of home distilling. If he had done over the place, pleading, exhort- . 
indicate that anything was in- even a slight amount of window ing or threatening, as he de-
volved there which even the shopping he would have seen on manded this or that note or 
strictest licensing regulations display in store windows all shading of expression. There was 
would be likely to cure. It has sorts of appliances for home the suspicion that this was a pose 
not been reported that either brewing and distilling, the man- for publicity purposes, and I 
driver was incompetent, or that ufacture of which devices be- have no doubt that some of it 
he was habitually reckless. It is came a sizable industry during was. But after watching him I 
probable· that in the matter of prohibition. was convinced that the music 
competence either driver would * * * wrought him up to real frenzy 
have passed any licen e test GUISEPPE CREA TORE, FA· and that much of his extrava-
with flying colors, and othing mous Italian band leader, has gance was genuine. 
I 
I 
RAPIDLY BECOMING ONE Ito adapt themselves better to the THAT, OLD CHEESE W.AS\ 
of our most familiar and numer- varied environments in which ! made from whole mil~ and its 
1
, 
ous game birds, the ring-neck, or they are found. flavor was d:vel~ped ~n a long 
· h t ·t d" * * * process of curmg m which nature 
C~me~e P ;asan h owe~ I ; is- A CORRESPONDENT OF THE developed flavor and aroma and 
tr1but10n t roug mthos o t otur New Yo.rk Times wants to know gave it a sort of tang which was 
nor ern s a es · · · d h"l t· p 
:o the purpose of what has become of the kind of mspirn~g an e~ 1 era mg. rap-
man rather than cheese which appealed to him so erly ripened it was fat and 
to the undirect- powerfully in his boyhood. The crumbl!, and when . spread on 
ed operations of correspondent writes: bread it w_ould remam soft ~nd 
0 · · 1 , "T h i s country particularly tractable mstead of becommg nature. _r1gma - , t · l"k h · or ly confined to New York, to say nothing of s ~mgy, .1 e c ew!ng gum, w 
Asia and the ad· Wisconsin and various other bri.ttle, . llke parafme. . It ~! 
j ace n t islands, states that prided themselves on 9-mte llkely ,to have ski~pers ~ 
Ch. h the matter used to produce good it. I haven t seen a skipper m mese P eas- ' years Sk" pers d not appear to 
ants were un- cheese-cheese of character with · Ip O • 
known on this a tang and full flavor. care for. mod~rn cheese, an atti-
continent u n ti 1 "We used to call it American tude which will ,.be understood b; 
1790 when a few cheese and store cheese. Some, those who remember whe 
>f the birds were of ribald mind, called it rat cheese was really cheese. 
brought f r o m cheese. But it was good cheese * * * 
DaV1ea. England to the and a credit to us. In the crack- SOME A S T R O N O M E R S' 
eastern United States. For some er-barrel days of my far-off clocks are made with such pre-
reason the effort to naturalize youth, one emerged into man- cision that they do not vary more 
them failed and the small stock hood when he was at last privi- than a second in a year. Those 
soon died o~t. No similar experi- leged to help himself to a small who use them wish that even 
ment appears to have been made slab from the big round and a that small irregularity might be 
for nearly another century. Then, handful of soda crackers from eliminated, as astronomical cal-
in 1881, 30 birds were shipped the barrel and si! at the feet of culations depend on precision. 
from Shanghai to Oregon and the elders who discussed the af · But the clockmakers have achiev-
were liberated in the Wilamette fairs of th~ national around the ed a greater degree of perfection 
valley where they thrived and general store stove. than exists in the movements of 
becam'e the progenitors of the "What has become of . that the earth itself, which are quite 
thousands that are now found in cheese? All one gets nowadays irregular. 
the northwestern states. In 1887 is an insipid, greasy product, * * * 
a few birds were brought across pressed into a brick until any fla- PROFESSOR HENRY NOR-
the Atlantic to the eastern vor it might have had is gone- ris Russell in an article in the 
states, and their descendants are no ~oles, no authority, no satis- Scientific· .American, says that by 
now numerous in most of the fact10n. What's happened and carefully studying observations 
northern states east of the Mis- why? recorded long ago for other pur-
sissippi. * * * poses, it has been found that the 
* * * I LIKED THAT WORD "AU- earth-clock was 23 seconds fast 
ONE AUTHORITY SAYS thority" which the correspond- in 1681, 27 seconds slow in 1785, 
that there are about 100 kinds of ent used. The cheese of which 29 seconds fast again in 1898, 18 
pheasants, and that those in the he writes certainly had authori- seconds fast in 1920, and 29 sec-r 
1 United States are hybrids, repre- ty. It had real flavor into which onds fast in 1935. For this there/ 
· I senJing original ring-necks, M_on- yol! could se~ your teeth and is but one known explanation: 
1 
gohan and other sub-species. which took right hold. It was the earth swells up and shrinks 
I Whether or not those which have called "nippy" cheese, and it was about 20 feet due probably to 
. j moved inland from the Atlantic properly named. We have something that occurs inside it. 
· i differ from those which came di- cheese now which is called If it swells up it slows down an 
, 
1 rect from Asia across the Pa- nippy, but its nippiness is syn- if it shrinks it speeds up. This 
cific we are not told. No other of thetic, and, like many other follows well-known laws of mat 
our game birds is so beautifully synthetics, it differs from the ter. The cause of these swellings. 
colored, and none have seemed real thing. and shrinkings is unknown. 
A FRIEND JUST· MENTION~ in many natural pastures and not always easy to take .. Fully 
ed to me the beautiful display unbroken hay lands, and along grown trees of immense size are 
some roadsides where the grad- sometimes moved in the large 
of crocuses or pasque flowers, er has not disturbed its roots. cities, and the work is accom-
that may now be seen on a little * * * plished without perceptively re .. 
knoll just this LAST FALL I CUT DOWN tarding their growth. But the pro-
side of Emerado. the finest tree on my premises. cess is a laborous and costly 
These are the It was a northwestern poplar one, for it sometimes involves 
earliest of our which in ten years had become labor equal to that of moving a 
prairie flowers, a splendid shade tree, twice the building of considerable size. 
and they are size of other trees that had been Such removals are beyond per-
universally ad- planted at the same time. I. sons of small means, occupying 
m i r e d. T h e discovered that it was sending small grounds. 
plants grow in its roots all over the lot, a fact * * * 
virgin sod, but which doubtless accounted for MOST PERSONS, HOWEVER, 
'will also thrive its rapid growth. I found that who own their own homes, have 
in lawns if care- one of its roots had reached the occasion at times to move plants 
fully transplant- alley, more than sixty feet away. and shrubs, and unless great 
ed. The blos- it was robbing lawn and gar- care is taken the results are apt 
soms soon disap- den of moisture and fertility, and to be disappointing. Some years 
pear, and the it became a matter of choosing ago I moved several large peonies 
plants do not in- Davtes. between that one tree and all from one part of the lot to an-
terfere at all with care of .the the rest of the vegetation. · Re· other. The roots were of im-
lawn. One of the finest displays luctantly, I sacrificed the tree. mense size, and I did not wish to 
of these blossoms that I have * * * disturb them. I dug a large 
seen appeared year after year RECENTLY I HAVE BEEN trench around each. Worked bur-
1\on the side of one of those doing a little digging near where lap under the roots and dragged 
gravel ridges a few miles west the tree stood. I found the soil the plant, earth and all, to its 
~ of Marcoux, Minnesota. I have literally one mat of popular roots, new location. The plants so mov-
not been that way at the right all running horizontally within ed were not set back at all, and 
1 season for several years, but six inches of the surface, crossed bloomed next year as freely as 
two or three years ago I was and intertwined, with tendrils' ever. Such removal is quite a 
told that something had hap- spreading in every direction, task, but it can be done. 
pened to the crocuses, and that ready to drink up every drop of * * * 
scarcely one was to be seen that water that might fall in the vi- _ TWO OR THREE YEARS AGO 
year on a hillside which had for· cinity. As a result of my ex- I had occasion to move some Per-
merly been covered with them. perience with that tree I wish to sian lilacs which had become of 
* * * convey to my friends a solemn considerable size. I moved them 
A N O TH E R O F O U R F A- warning against planting a in the spring and took what I 
miliar pra1r1e flower, which northwestern poplar near where supposed was plenty of earth 
has disappeared altogether from it is desired to have anything with them. But lilac roots pene· 
some Jocalities, is the tiger lily. else grow. trate deep into the ground, and 
The tiger lily belongs in the na- * * * I had to cut too many of them 
tive sod, and as the land has PLANTS OF ANY KIND MAY off. The ~hoc w s too much for 
been broken up the flower has be moved at any season without the plants, an they have never 
disappeared from many locali- setting them back materially, if bloomed properly since. I have 
ties where it had been abundant. suitable precautions are taken. hopes that this year they will 
It is still to be found, of course, But "suitable precautions" are show signs of complete recovery. 
WITHDRAW AL OF BRITISH almost without opposition. Ger- formation that German shipping 
forces from southern Norway is man bombers were able to strafe was being prepared for a major 
not of itself a British defeat, but the small detachments of Allied movement in some direction. 
is rather an incident made nee- troops that had penetrated the Yet, apparently, the actual on· 
essary by the interior, away from the protec- slaught took the British by sur-
complete failure tion of Allied guns, and without prise and found them unprepar-
of the British Norwegian air fields on which to ed to meet it. That will require 
campaign in that land and from which to operate some explaining. 
area. The Brit- British air operations were ham- * * * 
ish had landed pered. These are some of the WHATEVER CRITICISM MAY 
in considerable factors that contributed to Allied be made of British handling of 
force at Andals- defeat in the first major conflict the Norwegian situation, and 
nes. In central of the war. there will be plenty of it, it is 
Norway t h e y * * * apparent that in the larger thea-
tried to stem the ter of the war the Allies are tak · 
German advance . ~HAT CREATED THE CON- ing a realistic view of the situa-
northward from ditions that made that defeat tion and are determined riot to 
Oslo. If they had next to !nevitable? Because. of be diverted into weakening their 
succeeded they Davies geogr~phica~ reasons the Alhed general position by local issues 
would have had Trondheim in campa~gn 1~ Norwa~. was of created by the enemy. France is 
the grip of a pair of pincers to ne~essi ty chiefly a Bn tish cam- watchful along the Italian bor-
which increasing pr~ssure could paign. The French were ~oo far der, the British Mediterranean 
have been applied until, in all away to be ~f much ~ssistan~e. fleet is ready to cut off the Ital-
probability, they could have re- Some searchmg q~estwns will ian army in Ethiopia, and a large 
captured Trondheim. That effort b~ asked of Pr~mier Chamber- Allied force awaits developments 
failed, and when the German lam to ascertam whether the in the Balkans. 
columns from the south made British ministry did all that it * * * 
effective contact with Trondheim could have done, and all that the IN WASHINGTON THE WAL-
the British contingent at Andals.:· country had a right to expect. ter-Logan wages-and-hours bill 
nes was itself isolated and its · * * * is being subjected to a process 
situation was hopeless. THE STATEMENT - EN- quite familiar in legislative bod-
* * * 
tirely accurate - that the Ger- ies. Several amending . bills are 
mans had -prepared for their proposed. None of which the ad-
WHEN THE GERMANS HAD coup long in advance is not like- ministration forces wish to have 
once gained foothold in most of ly to be accepted as a sufficient adopted. Instead of fighting pro-
the important points in southern answer. Both nations have been posed amendments as they are 
Norway the Allied task became at war for some months, and the offered those opposed to amend-
an almost impossible one. Such British government knew that ment of any kind have adopted 
losses were inflicted on the ,Ger- the enemy would take whatever the tactics of loading the amend-
man fleet as almost t incapaci- steps were possible to improve ing measures with so many ob-
tate it, but the distance to Nor- its position. For a good many jectionable provisions as to make 
way by air is short, and swarms weeks German. invasion of Nor- them unacceptable to anybody. 
of planes were able to land re- way was clearly among · the The ,chances are that all efforts 
inforcements on Norwegian soil probabilities. The British had in- to amend the law will fail. 
I 
SEVERAL TIMES OR LATE "MY MOTHER'S PEOPLE and the Amish were familiar 
I have mentioned in this column were Pennsylvania Dutch, and sights on our streets in their 1 
the Amish,. a branch of the she was a famous· cook, but she queer little buggies. They were : 
"Pennsylvama Dutch" who are , . . · 
among the most solid and sub- couldn t teach me, as she never good customers and would drive I 
stantial residents used a recipe. She used 'a little many miles . to trade with a 
of Pennsylvania, of this and a little bit of that' but merchant in whom they had con- j 
some of whom the results of my efforts were fidence. My father had a shoe 
are likevyise _to anything but satisfactory. store, _and among his Amish cus-
be found m Ohio. * • * tomers was one who had 22 chil-
Such references " . dren. Once or twice a year he 
have brought me YO{!R: _MENTION. 0~ T~ brought his whole family to be 
several letters three divisions of Amish is a dif- fitted with shoes sometimes 
from correspond- ferent classification. fr~m ~he buying several palr for some 
ents who have one. used here, wh_ich IS High members of the family. They, 
known and lived Am~sh an~ Low Amish! the Low wanted plain things, but ther 
among the Am- Amish ~emg Mennomtes. Just quality must be good. ' 
ish and are what the difference is I haven't * * * 
familiar with been able fo find out. Their re- "THIS PART OF OHIO" HAS 
their ways. One ligious practice~ are very much a number of places of historic 
such letter now the same, I beheve. interest, one of which · I visited\ 
co mes from Davies * * * Sunday. Schoenbrum is just at 
Mrs. Agnes Rex, "THEY HAVE NO MINIS- the edge of New Philadelphia. 
a former resident of Grand ter. The women sit one one side You probably know that it was 
Forks, who is now visiting a and the men on the other. They the first settlement this side of 
daughter at New Philadelphia, sing hymns, but an instrument the Alleghany mountains and 
Penn. During her long residence is forbidden. They sit in absolute was started by two Moravian 
here Mrs. Rex made many quiet until someone is moved to missionaries in 1772. The Ohid 
friends who, I know will be in- speak, and then he gets up and historical society bought the 
terested in her personal com- says what the 'spirit' moves him land and has made a memorial 
ment as well as in what she has to say, something on the order park of the site. Because of a 
to say about the Amish. · She of an old-fashioned Methodist very exact diary, with maps, 
writes: experience meeting, I should say. kept by the missionaries it was 
* * * My son-in-law tells me that they possible to reproduce the log 
I ''I HA VE BEEN INTEREST- meet around at the homes of houses, church and schoolhouse 
ed in your mention of the Amish the members in the summer, in the exact position in which. 
in your column, That Reminds holding all-day meetings. The they were located. It was fascin-
Me. I am now living in a Penn- hostess prepares a kettle of bean ating to me to see how the 
sylvania · Dutch community and soup made in the copper kettle buildings were put together with- \ 
the Amish are an interesting which they use for making apple out nails. Even the hinges were 
part of the community. · butter, and everybody has bean of wood and the shingles were ( 
"The article in the Saturday soup for Sunday dinner. hand cut and pegged on. The 
Evening Post which you men- * * * furniture and tools mostly hand 
tioned was the subject of con- "THE AFFAIRS OF THE made, are also placed in their 
versation at a dinner table at church are handled by the elders, proper positions in the houses. 
which I was a guest recently. the head elder being called a Zoar, where the community plan 
Our hostess brought out an Am- bishop. My son-in-law, who is a was tried out, is only a few 
ish cook book gotten up in at- lawyer, tells of an interesting miles away. The experiment fail-
tractive style on the same order case illustrating their practice. A ed, but the big houses, one for 
as the one published by the case involving domestic relations men and the other for women, 
Grand Forks , women several in some way found its way into still stand and many go to see 
years ago. The recipes were court. On the day set for trial them. 1 
signed by 'Sister' So-and-So in- the elders appeared and . asked * * * 
stead of 'Mrs.'So-and-So as in our the judge to dismiss the case on "I AM ENJOYING MY STAY 
book. I didn't have time to ex- the ground that it was material here very much. I didn't realize 
amine the book closely, but I not- for the church rather than the what a beautiful state this is. I 
iced that several pages were de- court. The judge, knowing his was very young when I left, and 
voted to pot pies and dumplings, Amish, complied. It is safe to say hadn't seen much of the state, as 
'a favorite dish with Amish that the case would be prope:r;ly that was in the horse-and-buggy 
housewives, who · are otably tried and the punishment made days, and one couldn't go very 
good cooks. I shall try to get a to fit the crime. We could learn far in a day. I have been doing a 
. copy of this book before I ret~rn a lot from the Amish, I think. lot of traveling by car and am 
1 to Grand Forks, as I should like * * * thrilled by the Ohio landscape. I 
to try some Pennsylvania Dutch "I WAS BORN IN WOOSTER, am drinking it · all in, but my 
recipes. 36 miles from New Philadelphia, heart is still in North Dakota." 
CROCUSES ARE IN BLOOM GRANT HAD SERVED THE I istration than to the third term I 
wherever they grow and I feel nation well as a general in the as such. The third term and im· 
·t th t J E 'Eastgate of field, and it was on the strength perialism made good talking 
qui _e sure a ·. · of his achievements ,as a soldier points. 
Larimore would fmd them bloom- that he was twice elected presi: * * * 
ing as usual on his birthday. He dent. But as a politician he was KEPPLER HEADED PUCK'S 
n e v e r k n e '!' a mere babe. _His administration staff of cartoonists, and probably 
them to fail. was characterized by gross scan- his work in that particular field 
Mrs. J. D. Hov- dals, sc~ndals fo~ which he was has never been equaled except 
ey, .of Tolna, has responsible only ~n t~e fac~ that by Nast, who was engaged in 
a different meth- he had placed faith m unfit ad- similar work on the same side 
od of keeping visers and had surrounded him- of the fence in Harper's Week-
track of times self with men unworthy of trust. ly. One of the cartoons now re-
an~ se~sons. She His trip aroun~ the worl?, aft~r produced shows Roscoe Conkling 
w~~tes. . he left t?e White House m 187,, and Logan driving with whips 
I read m was a trmmphal pro~ress. Every- the chained and prison-garbed 
your c o I um n where he was received as the delegations from the Grant states 
how J. E. East- greatest American, and apparent- into the Grant headquarters, 
gate kn ow s ly the adulation heaped upon while Cameron is about to slam 
when his birth- him went to his head. He yielded the door shut after their entry. 
day comes by easily to the demand of former * * * 
the crocus blos- supporters that he be a candidate 
DaV1es. som~. I thought for president in 1880, and the . ANOTHER PICTURE, Pl!B· 
I might tell you campaign that preceded the Re- hshed after the convention 
how I know when mine comes. publican convention was a hec- shows Grant bowing meekly ten-
It's on the 10th of September, tic one. dering his sword to Garfield, who 
· and during the 58 years I have * * * stands, stately and dignified, the 
lived in North Dakota, in nine BLAINE WAS THE LEAD- center of the picture. From the 1 
years out of 10 there has been ing candidate opposed to Grant, Grant encampment have c~.me 
a frost on that day, and I knew and John Sherman, placed in l~aders of _the Grant orgamza-
when to cover my tomatoes and nomination by Garfield had a tion, Conklmg, Logan and the 
bring in my house plants. I moderately 1 a r g e f~llowing. rest, abjectly yielding up their 
shall be 85 on my next birthday, Through ballot after ballot he arms. Back of Garfield stand his 
and am still going on high." led the field but was unable to supporters, Schurz, Curtis and 
* * * obtain a majority. Then, on the others, while Blaine and Sher- 1 
HERE'S HOPING THAT MRS. 37th ballot, out of a clear sky, man are hauling. down the third 
Hovey may celebrate more birth- Garfield, who had come to the term flag. Those cartoons had 
days, happily and without frost. convention a supporter of Sher- pith and po!nt, and ~ven in cari-
, * * * man, and without any following c~ture one 1s able stlll to recog-
ONE OF THE INTERESTING of his own, was nominated. mze the features of men who 
features of a recent issue of * * * were once among the most prom-
Life is the reproduction in orig- PUCK'S CARTOONS WERE inent of their day 60 years ago. 
inal colors of several cartoons marvels of artistry and of poli- * * * 
from Puck published during the tical acumen. The magazine was FOUR YEARS LATER, AT 
summer of 1880. That was the bitterly opposed to Grant and another Republican convention, r 
year in which Grant, who had made effective use of the idea Blaine, who had been one of 
been lauded to the skies during of imperialism as involved in Grant's strongest opponents, and 
and after his trip around the the third term. In fact, however, Logan, who had been equally con-
world, tried unsuccessfully to Puck was more strongly opposed spicuous as a Grant leader, were 
obtain the Republican nomina- to the reinstatement of the horde nomin.ated on the same ticket, 
tion for a third non-consecutive of plunderers whose excesses Blaine for president and Logan 
term as president. had disgraced the Grant admin- for vice president. 
TOMORROW, FRIDAY, or less elaborate public ex- Some for the sweetness of flower 
Arbor day in North Dakota, so erci s. or fruit; 
designated in a proclamation just SUCH E* XER*CIS* Some for shelter against the 
. d b G l\tr A ES WERE storm issue . Y overnor 1 ·ioses. .p-, devoted in cities and villages to ' 
propriately named, Arbor day 1s the planting of trees and shrubs And some to keep the hearth-
obser~ed by the where there had been no similar stone warm; 
pl~nti~g · obf treeds growth before and to the general Some for the roof and some for I 
abn s ,r
1
t~ s, an · cleaning up of premises. In the the beam, 
y puo 1c exer- 1 d" t . t th b . . 11 rura 1s r1c s e o servance And some for a boat to breast the I 
~isest,h espehcia 
1 
Y was less formal, but it ass~med stream· · 1 
m e sc 00 s, the r t· 1 f f 1 t· ' 1 relating to the P ac ica orm O P an mg In the wealth of the wood since J 
growth of 1 t shelter-bels on farms and groves the world began P a~ s and shrubbery around farm · 
and the creation buildings. In recent years the The trees have offered their gifts 
at· n d f prestedrva- formal observance in this state to man. 10n o ou oor h . · . beaut It b ave almost disappeared, and 
s e r vy~ s ; · public recognition is now confin- But the glory of trees is more 
passed nt~:ou a: f:d chiefly to exerci~es in the pub- , . than their gifts: i 
one · . g he schools for which programs Tis a beautiful wonder ·of life 1 
of those appropriate to the day are pre- that lifts, 
c~cles o! atten- pared. From a wringled seed in an earth-
t10n which cha- * * * bound clod 
r a c t e ri z e so · A 1 'h · 
many excellent movements, and J. STERLING MORTON BE- co umn, an arc m the temple 
in the multiplicity of special days came governor of Nebraska and . of God, 
I 
and seasons this one seems to later secretary of agriculture of A pilla: of power, a dome of de .. l 
be well on the way to oblivion. t~e .United States. Throughout !1ght, . 
* * * his llf e he was a lover of trees A shril!e ~f song, . and Joy of 
ARBOR DAY OWES ITS EX- and plant growth. The movement . sight. j 
istence to J. Sterling Morton, which he in~ugurated has ce~sed Their root~ ar~ th~ nurses of riv-
who, as president of the state to be conspicuous. But the idea . ers m birth, 
board of agriculture of Nebraska which had its inception in the Their leaves. are alive with the 
in 1872 proposed that a day b~ desire to beautify the bare prai- breath of the earth; 
set apart for the planting of trees ries of his state and to render They shelter the dwellings of 
and general beautification of the state more homelike· and liv~ man; and they bend 
premises in related ways. His able has influenced millions. of O'er his ?-rave _with a look of a 
I 
suggestion was followed volun- veople and caused them to give lovmg friend. 
tarily by large numbers of Neb- thought to their surroundings. 
raska people in that year. Two Not only in the United States, I have camped in the whispering 
years later Governor Furnas is- but in several foreign countr1es forest of pines, l 
sued a proclamation urging ob- the. ide~ t?ok root and grew, and I have slept in the shadow of 
servance of the dav and in 1885 w·h1le It Is not always possible olives and vines· 
the Nebraska legi~lature made to trace . its infl1;1enc_e, it has In the knees of an ~ak, at the l 
the day a legal holiday. made a fme contribution to the foot of a palm, 
* * * wholesomeness of human life. In I have found good rest and slum-
MORTON'S PROPOSAL WON 1921 Dr. Henry van Dyke pub- ber's balm I 
almost immediate attention and lished the following poem which And now when the morning gilds ! 
the idea took hold in state after I am sure Governor Morton the boughs 
state until every state had given ~ould have appro~e~ and en- Of the vaulted elm at the door of 
the idea formal recognition. The Joyed had he been llvmg: my house. 
North Dakota . legislature added * * * I open a window and make salute· 
the day to the state's list of legal SALUTE TO THE TR,EES. "God bless thy branches and feed 
holidays quite early in the cen- Henry van Dyke. thy root! 
tury, and for several years the Many a tree is found in the wood Thou hast lived before life after 
day was quite generally observ- And every tree for its use is good; me, ' 
ed throughout the state, as it Some for the strength of the Thou ancient friendly, faithful 
was in many other states, with, gnarled root, tree." ' 
ONE OF THE S A C R E D In some cases it serves as a cess. The trails which I struck 
rights of the Englishman is that safety-valv.e for emotion. There led nowhere. Probably a couple 
of writing letters to the editor. are countries in which the citi- of hours' intensive study might 
Great Britain has no written con- . . . have yielded some results and I 
stitution, but the rights of the in- ~en with _a grievance seizes a might have made a fair guess at 
div id u a I are gun or pitchfork and starts · a what the writer intended to say. 
jealously guard- revolution. That is disturbing But so many people are saying 
ed by sentiment, and dangerous. Where he can so many things, and saying them 
tradition a n d express himself in a letter he un- so distinctly, tha~ one cannot 
statutory argu- burdens his mind without shed- spend too much time trying to 
ment, and to ding of blood or interruption of decipher one missive. 
deny to the Eng- business. * * * 
lishman his sac- * * * THERE- ARE THOSE WHO 
re~ _privilege of EVERY~ EDITOR WELCOMES hold _that pr~yer is ~~bje?tive, , 
wntmg a letter 1 tt b t h t . 1.k 1 that Is, that its beneficial mflu- , t th d·t e ers a ou w a ever 1s 1 e Y . h" fl · d · t· th o e e 1 or t . t t th bl" It . t ence Is c 1e y m a JUS mg e 
Id b o m eres e pu ic. 1s no . ·t 1 t f th t·t· wou e as th t 1 tt t th spin ua na ure o e pe 1 10ner sh o ck in g as nde~tessary a da . e t~r of ,t. he rather · than in the accomplish- 1 
. e 1 or express a mira 10n o e blowmg up the . . . ment of some extraneous pur- 1 houses of parlia- paper or approval of . its pohc~es, pose. I leave that to the theolog-
ment or ques- !hough those always are gratify- ions and h ·1 h B t th 
· · · mg. Most people prefer a pat on . . P 1 osop ers. u . e 
D V1es t10nmg the as- th . b k t k" k th h" wntmg of letters to the editor a · t· th t th e ac o a 1c on e s m. . b 
ser 10n a e B t th d·t 1.k t k unquest10na ly has a valuable E 1. h , h . h" tl u e e i or 1 es o now b. t· . fl Th 1 1 ng 1s mans ouse 1s 1s cas e, h t th 1 th· k d h su Jee 1ve m uence. e etter t h. h th · d d th · w a e peop e m ' an w y. t b ff t· · 1· · w 1c e wm an e ram A d . b t th 1. f may no e e ec 1ve m re 1evmg . . n m e ween e mes o a . 
may enter, but which the kmg 11 t· f 1 tt t th a·t unemlpoyment, or makmg the . co ec 10n o e ers o e e 1 or . 
may not enter without the own- th t· b d" farmer prosperous, or stoppmg 
, . . ere may some 1mes e 1scern- h b "f · 1 · -er s perm1ss10n. .. d r . f r ht h t e war, ut 1 It eaves with the 
* * * e g immerm.gs O ig on _w Y writer the consciousness tb.at hei 
THAT ANCIENT RIGHT IS people act hke human bemgs. has done his duty as a man and 
cherished, and exercised, and And the mo~e one can ~nderstand ciitzen, it has contributed to that 
when the Englishman is moved of that subJect the be ter. peace of mind which is so essen-
to utterance, laudatory or denun- . * * * tial to comfortable living. By all 
I ciatory, by the conduct of the ONE FACT WHICH IS OF means write a letter to the editor 
I war or the existence o'f a hole in some importance, but which -but write legibly, preferably 
the pavement, he expresses him- some writers appear to consider with a typewriter. f 
self by writing a letter to the negligible, is that the letter shall * * * 
editor, preferably of the London be readable. An illegible letter I TENDER SINCERE AND 
Times. Many of our American may be useful for decorative abject apologies to the state of 
1 
practices are derived from Eng- purposes, but as a means of con- Wisconsin. The other day I in-
1 lish tradition. In the new en- veying ideas, information or sug- tended to refer to Governor Dick-
, vironment they have been dilut- gestion it is a flop. I got one the inson of Michigan as being ig-
ed and modified until in some other day, containing just about norant of what went on in some ! 
cases they are scarcely recog- paper enough to ~over our bath- of the country's most respect-
nizable, but they still retain room floor, written in a fierce, able base~ents during prohibi-
something of the- sacredness evidently indignant hand, the tion. I said what I intended ex- l 
which attaches to their origin. contents of which will always be cept that I credited Governor 1 
Therefore, Americans also write unknown to me, for I dropped it Dickinson of Wisconsin, a gross 
letters to the editor. into the wastebasket. Here and blunder to which several of my 
* * * there I could decipher a word, but friends have directed my atten-
THE PRACTICE IS ALTO- in between was territory which I tion. A fellow has to watch his 
gether desirable and praisworthy. could not explore with any sue- step. 
TOMORROW, THE SECOND poem written in the summer of My smiles still live. I have filled 
Sunday in May, will be observed 1924 by Miss Cl~ra M. Struble, with joy 
th h t th United States as then a t:acher m the Grand And sunshine the life of each 
roug ou e . Forks high school, who later girl and boy. 
Mother's day. It 1s true that the moved to California. The poem 
day has been over-commercializ- was not written for Mother's "A painting? Ah no! but my in~ 
ed. In view of day, but as a tribute to a dear fluence sweet 
that fact a com- friend of the writer on her 84th C 1 d b . ht h rf 1 mittee of the birthday. Both in thought and O ors ant rig ens eac 1 e 
F d l C ·1 . . th . mee . e era ounci m express10n e poem 1s an ap- . . 
of Churches has propriate offering for Mother's I try to pamt with a courage 
re com mended, day, and it is given herewith: rare 
not that the ob- * * * The rainbow of hope on the 
servance be ab- TO DEARHEART ON HER clouds of despair. 
·andoned, b u t BIRTHDAY. 
that it be modi- "A statue? No, the · living clay 
fied so as to in- By Clara M. Struble. Is the only plastic which owns 
elude the home What have you done with your my sway. 
itself and all life, Dear heart? With a love which is only the-
t hat makes home What poem which lives in the mother's kin 
'Sacred. Such a hearts of men I have moulded the lives and 
day, it is sug- Has ever flowed from your fa- souls of men. 
gested, might be cile pen? · Through teaching and writing 
known as Home Davies What painting with power the and healing, each one 
,day, or Family day. The recom- soul to thrill Is sending an influ_ence on -and 
mendation may or may not be Owes existence to your magic on 
followed, but at least the idea . skill? In circling waves which .shall 
will bear examination. It is quite Has your singing voice swayed grow more broad, 
possible that in the setting apart the world at your will? Till they break at length at the 
of too many "days" the signifi- throne of God. 
cance of each will be lost. Scarce- Have you . chisled a statue with 
ly had Mother's day been fairly .cunning art? "What great deed done, do you 
established before there was de- What great deed have you done, ask again? 
mand for a Father's day, and Dearheart? I have forged., a link in the living 
who knows what other members When dawns for you the judg- chain 
of the family will presently be ment Day Wbich reaches back to the Eden 
featured in like manner. A year At the Father's feet, what gift twain; 
or two ago a Texas man satirized can you lay? And link by link this chain shall 
·the manifest tendency by calling grow, 
for a Mother-in-law's day. "Alas! no voice for song have I, Now many aeons, who can 
* * * I have only murmured a lullaby; know? 
FOR THE PRESENT, AT But my babes have smiled as it 
ii.east, we have Mother's day, and rippled along "The greatest work the world 
it will be observed, with some ex- As tho it had echoed an angel's e'er knew, 
travagance, it is true, but also song. God-given, I've faithfully tried 
with real sincerity and whole- to do. 
·some sentiment, both of which "Ah me! no poems flow from A gift? When He comes to claim 
we need. Filed away in a miscel- my pen, His own l 
laneous assortment/ of papers I But in the hearts of my boys, My children I'll lead to the Great / 
have just found copy of a now men, White Throne." 
NEXT SUNDAY, MAY 19, fraternal bodies of many kinds, In both of those countries, even 
will be observed with appropri- surround the initiation of their in time of peace, there have 
ate exercises in many parts of new members with forms been. put to death thousands 
the United States as New Citi- which, no matter how brief and who were merely suspected of 
zens day, in ac- simple, are intended to convey not seeing eye to eye with the 
cordance with an understanding of the mean- government and of disapprov-
r e co mmenda- ing of membership, but the na· ing of some of its acts. In Bri-
tions made by tive-born pass into citizenship tain, as in all the democratic 
the president of without any such reminder. of countries, men and women ex-
t h e United its sacredness. press themselves as free human 
States. For some * * * beings. Dictatorship has noth-
years the admis- I AM INFORMED THAT IN ing to offer which is attractive 
sion of persons Grand Forks steps are being to me. 
from abroad in- taken looking toward an appro- * * * 
to American cit- priate ceremonial for such A CORRESPONDENT AF· I 
izenship h a s young people shortly before the ter observing the microscopic 
been accompan- fall election, when new citizens and other work done by the 
ied by public will be_ privileged for the first Minnesota bureau of criminal 
exercises intend- Davies time to cast their votes for pub~ apprehension concludes that the 
ed to impress on them a sense lie servants from president of commission of the "perfect 
of the importance of the step the United States dowri to local crime" is next to impossible. 
which they are taking. In exer- officials. Meanwhile, a press The facts are generally in ac-
cises now contemplated it is de- dispatch tells of such a cere- cord with that belief. Yet to 
sired to include as well native- monial held last Sunday at say that the perfect crime i.s 
born persons who are just Tulsa, Oklahoma, where four impossible may be accepted as 
reaching the age of 21, and who thousand new voters heard a challenge by some person who 
for the first time will b~ able greetings from the president of thinks himself more clever than _ 
to cast the~r votes as full citi- the United States and the gov- all the detective agencies put 
zens of the republic. In Grand ernor of the state e;tnd listened together. Some years ago a 
Forks no formal meeting for to an address by Eddie Cantor, man of literary standing des-
that purpose is being undertak- who, discarding the comedian~s cribed Gray's "Elegy" as "the 
en at this time, but pastors of cap, spoke impressively on Am- perfect poem," and defied any-
the city have been invited to erican citizenship. I should like one to find a flaw in it. Sev-
make such reference to the oc- to see something of that kind eral others accepted the chal-
casion as seems to them suit- in Grand Forks before Novem- lenge and got out their · magni-
able, and it is hoped that young ber. For the present, let all vot- fying glasses. They found sev-
1 
men and women now about to ers attend church next Sunday. eral flaws, and pointed them1 
pecome citizens will attend their * * * out. I don't remember what 
respective churches next Sun- THE ALLIES SUFFERED A they were, and don't care, for 
day in evidence of their interest humiliating defeat in Norway. the beauty of the poem is so 
in the privileges which they are Because most of the Allied great that any flaws in it have 
to enjoy and the duties which forces engaged were British the never bothered me. But the hu-
they assume. brunt of criticism has fallen on man mind is so constituted that 
* * * the British high command. And when a thing is declared impos-
FOR MANY YEARS I HA VE there was plenty of criticism. sible somebody is pretty sure to 
felt strongly that our young In parliament and throughout attempt it, and quite ofter he 
men and women ought not to the country searching questions succeeds. Dickens tells of a 
be permitted to drift casually were asked and words of unre- man who was told that no one 
into full citizenship, with the served co n d em n at i o n were could eat ever so many crum-' 
exercise of the franchise with- uttered. The government had pets at one sitting. To demon-I 
out some effort to make them to take it. Where, except in a strate that the thing could b~ 
;feel conscious that they are democracy would such a thing done he did it, and though i 
acquiring a privilege, enjoying have been possible? Certainly killed him, he had the satisfac 1 
an opportunity and taking up- not in Germany. Certainly not tion of knowing that he ha 
on themselves an obligation. in Russia, which some of our proved that somebody else 
ehurches, lodges, social and people have regarded as Utopia. wrong. 
SOME TIME DURING THE consciousness that his life was like a home here.' A few days 
winter · I gave in this column likely to end suddenly had not in- later Jay -showed me a beautiful 
some facts concerning the Pio- terfered with his devotion to his home on Grand avenue, with the 
neer Reading club, which had work or impaired the operation remark 'Here is the deed.' Aftei 
been furnished of his great mind. On his desk that. it was golf for me instead 
by Mrs. J. E. after his death there was found of horseback riding. I have been 
Phelan of Bow- an opinion which he had just very thankful that we had the 
man, formerly writt~n for the supreme court home then while we could enjoy 
Mrs. J. M. Coch- which the chief justice pro- it together and entertain our 
rane of Grand nounced absolutely perfect. It friends wintering in California. 
F o r ks. That was published without alteration. * * * 
club was the * * * "IN 1920, THE DAY AFTER 
first of the ~ul- T H R O u G H M U T u A L Harding was elected, the bottom 
t .u r a I orgamza- friends the Cohrane and Phelan dropped out of the market. It be-
tions . to be e_s- families first met in the winter came necessary . for the head. of 1 
tab l 1 shed m of 1898_99 during some months the ~ouse. to be m closer relat~on 
Grai:d F. o r k s. spent in Florida. The acqaintance to h~s busm.ess, and the following 
Pubhc a t 1 o n of then formed became a warm year we disposed of our Pasa-
that sketch h_as friendship. In 1913 Mrs. Phelan dena property .. we !Jlet Senator 
broug~t me m- died, and two years later Mr. and Mrs. Hardmg 1~ Honolulu 
Davtea. terestmg and Phelan and Mrs. Cochrane were a~d were guests of his p~rty .at 
'Yelcome corre- married. In addition to his live- i:110. ;,te was not presidential 
spon~ence from Mrs.. Phelan, stock interests Mr. Phelan had timber. 
who m a recent le~ter gives some been instrumental in establish- * * * 
p~rsonal facts. which .r am ~ure ing a line of elevators along the MR. PHELAN DIE~ ON JULY 
will prove as mtere~tmg as was line of the new Milwaukee road 9, 1937, afte~ a lo~g illness. Mrs. 
the story of the Pioneer Read- and had also started banks in a Phelan, twice widowed, looks 
ing club. number of the new towns. The back upo~ a life in which she 1 
. * * * first Mrs. Phelan had been espe- ha~ experienced ~eep. sorrow, but ' 
. M~S. PH_ EL AN, WHOSE cially interested in the welfare of whi.ch has been rich .m happy ex- ( 
eightieth anniversary ~as on pe- the young people of Bowman and penence, and, lookmg forward . 
cember 29 of l~st year, 1s remmd~ had been anxious that some place cheerfully an_d ~opefully, she I 
ed by the passmg of the years of be provided where they could quotes these Imes. . 
a saying by Dr. Oliver Wendell gather and read The present let- * * * 
;Holmes, who, on being greeted by ter reads: · THE BEYOND. 
a friend with "Good morning, Dr. * * * It seemeth such a little way to 
!
Holmes. How are you today?" me 
replied, "The house in which I "Jay (Mr. Phelan). a~ked what Across to that strange country, 
1abide is gradually falling to I th.ough_t about bmldmg a me- The Beyond. 
1 
' pieces, but Dr. Holmes is fine." morial hbrary for Clara. We . 
1 * * * worked together on the plan and For it has grown to be 
AS DELEGATES TO THE RE- the library was built and fur- The home of those I am 
publican state convention in nished. Today in our l~ttle "?urg" So fond. . , 
1 Grand Forks in 1904 assembled of less than 1,000 inhabitants And so for me there 1s no death 
on the morning of July 20 they there -is a library of more than It is but crossing with abated 
were shocked to learn that Judge 6,000 v~lumes besides ~ table cov- breath 
Cochrane had died during the ered with the best periodicals. A little strip of sea 
night. Apparently in robust * * * . To find one's loved ones waiting 
health, he had suffered periodi- "IN 1917 WHEN WE WERE on the shore 
j cally from a malady which did wintering in Pasadena I re- More beautiful, more precious 
1 not respond to treatment. The marked, 'When I get old I would Than before. 
ONE OF THE SUNDAY MAG- iliar with the value of the ob- of the quarters which they or 
azines has an article with pie- ject lesson in teaching and used their parents occupied the year 
t d .b. 'h 1 . 11 Squeers as a means of satiriz- before. But they never come all 
1?r~s, escn ~n~l a:; ~~ ;n · ing the distortion and misappli- at once. Always the flock is pre-tinms ta~ lro a r fh irs t°ne cation of an excellent principle ceded by a solitary bird which 
~ ~~ 1~.0 p~ac 1ee e sys ern in education. "Learning by do- arrives a week or so ahead of the 
do . ~~cT, hing h"ly ing" was familiar to Dickens. others and -gives the premises a mng. e c 1 • th h · t· Th h dren are shown * * * oroug_ in~pec wn. ~n, w en 
actually doing NOR WAS THE PRINCIPLE everyth!ng 1s found satisfactory, 
things described new in the days of Dickens. It the main floe~ come~ along and 
in the books as had been a familiar method of take~ possess10n. Th~s year the 
a means of im- teaching through the centuries. courier swallow arrived a f:w 
p re s s i n g on Wise teachers took their students days _. ago and the 'York of in-
their min d s on walks along the roads and spect10n has been _in progre~s. 
more clearly the through the fields and taught Presuma~ly the main body _will 
lessons of the them to learn by doing things be along 1n a. few days. My fnei:d 
text. This is giv- themselves and watching others has watched ca~efully, but 1s 
en as an exam- do them. To impress a lesson on unable to determine whether the \ 
ple of modern his questioners Jesus said "Show advance bird returns to the flock, 
me a penny." The Indian trained wherever he has left it, and 
pr~gr~s!.v e no his son in the skill of the hunter brings it along with him, or 
doubt that the by giving him a small bow with whether the flock comes inde-
Illinois school is DaVles. which to practice archery. p~ndently. Some. o~ the ways of 
an excellent one and that the in- * * * birds are past f1nd1ng out. 
structi6n is well planned. But WE HAVE SYSTEMATIZED * *· * 
1 the value of "teaching by doing" and publicized certain of our edu- HOW MANY YOUNG AR.E 
is not a recent discovery. Read- cational methods, but how much hatched by a pair of wrens at 
ers of Dickens will remember the that is actually new has been dis- one time? I should have said 
case of Squeers, the hateful head covered is an open question. two, or possibly three. But the 
l of Dotheboys Hall, who, when Many of the approved methods Blains have positive evidence one· boy had spelled "winder" of modern pedagogy were used that a single brood of wrens may 
and another "'orse," sent the by competent teachers centuries number as many as seven. It 
boys, the one to clean the "wind- ago. But those methods were not isn't easy to see a brood of 
er" and the other to curry the then organized, and classified, wrens leave the nest, for often /r 
"'orse." He remarked to Nickle- and tabulated, and charted and the departure is made at night. 
, by that his practice was to have shouted from the housetops. But on one occasion six young 
, a boy spell a word and then send * * * wrens were seen leaving the 
1
1 him out to do it. . ONE OF MY FRIENDS HAS Blain wren house at one time, 
. * * * a garage where barn swallows and a seventh was later found 
I OF COURSE SQUEERS WAS build , their nests and rear their dead in the nest. Imagine one of 
an atrocious old scoundrel, and young year after year. Each those tiny birds covering seven 
in the flesh he never existed. But spring about a dozen of - the eggs and making a good job of 
it is clear that Dickens was fam- birds arrive and take possession it. 
WHILE GIVING FORMAL so that now there is no party des- the opposition was divided into 
approval in th~i~ resolutions to ignation for can idates for city Republican and l) em o c r ·a tic 
t
0
he 
1
gentertal Dpohcies tof tht eM~ewt or county offices, for judicial po- groups, and the league, throwing 
ea , s a e emocra s a mo . . 
were inclined to sit10ns or for state supermtend- its strength either way, held the 
separate as far ent of public instruction. Some- balance of power. Elimination of 
as possible fed- times candidat~s for these non- the party in state contests woul 
eral and state partisan positions are endorsed deprive it of that advantage. I . 
i s s u e s. T h a t by party conventions, but the seemed that in proposing such 
seems like good names go on the · ballot without change Townley was throwing 
strategy for the party tag. away his trump card. 
Democrats, for * * * * * * 
if Governor Mo- FOR A GOOD MANY YEARS SUSPECTING A CATCH IN 
ses is to be re- there was some sentiment in fa- the plan the regulars rej"ected it. 
elected it must vor of extending the non-parti- Later they woke up and· them-
be with the as- . san feature to all state positions, selves sponsored a similar meas-
sistance of a con- including legislative, on t h e ure. But the leaguers had also 
siderable nu m. ground that the government of awakened and they turned down 
ber of Republi- the state involved issues quite a measure almost identical with 
can votes. distinct from those involved in that which they had earlier sup-
* * * Da.V1es. national policies. There was no ported. , 
IN EVERY definite movement in that di- * * * 
state the mingling of local and rection until . A.. C. Townley THE ONE THING THAT TIES 
general issues leads to confusion. brought the Nonpartisan league together state and federal ad-
At the beginning of North Dako- upon the scene. It was in the ministrations is that of patron-
ta statehood the national party legislative session of 1917, ac- age. The state legislature makes 
I 
label was used in. the selection cording to my recollection, that laws for the state without refer-
of municipal officials as well as Townley proposed such a change. ence to what is being done in 
I those running for state and fed- The· house was controlled by the Washington concerning the more , 
I eral offices. Candidates for may- league and the senate by the reg-
1 
general poliGies th:~t affect the 
ors of cities and for county of· ulars. The house passed a meas- nation. State officials adminis-
fices were nominated at party ure providing that all candidates ter state laws, with which Wash-
conventions "' and their names ap-. for state and legislative offices ington has nothing to do. ·About 
peared on party tickets. As a be elected on a non-partisan bal- the only official . connection be-
matter of fact, not much atten- lot. The regulars of the senate, tween the office of governor and 
ltion was paid to the party desig- convinced that anything proposed Washington is that in the event
1 
· 
1 nation in local campaigns when by Townley must be bed, reject- of a vacancy the governor may\ 
I, it came to the casting of votes. ed the measure. appoint a United States senator. I People were inclined to vote for * * * But when it comes to the distri-
! the man whom they consi<;{ered TOWNLEY'S REASON FOR bution of federal patronage the 
I best fitted : for the position, re- 1 oposing that plan has never governor may have considerable 
! gardless of party labels. I een clearly explained. One ad- influence\ provided he is in good 
* * * antage held by the league in standing with the party organi-
f BY SU C CE S SI VE STEPS I e early contests was that while zat ion, hich is not always the i 
\ changes were made in the law, i recognized no party affiliation case. 
PROBABLY THERE HAS just an ordinary Democrat; he thus on the practical operation 
never been a war of considerable wa a Maine Democrat, which is of democracy: 
size in which blunders were not something special. Most residents "When you disagree with a 
made by the generals in com- of Maine are Republicans, and it person," she said, ''instead of 
mand. Both Napoleon and Well- requires courage, independence socking him in the eye, or some-
ington blunder- and persistence to be a Demo- thing, say to him 'Let us go home 
ed at Waterloo, crat in that state. Mr. Joy had all and look up the correct answers.' 
and I suppose of those qualities, and he was Then you can decide who will 
both Caesar and that sort of Democrat. · get the sock in the eye." 
Alexander com- * * * Nothing could be fairer than 
mitted errors AFTER THE FORMER WAR that. 
I 
which are now in conversation with Mr. Joy an * * * 
seen as inexcus- acquaintance was berating the A p ATEN T HAS BEEN 
able. I suppose, Wilson admi~istration f~r the granted for a new method of ex-
too there has blunders that 1t had made m con- tracting uranium which is said to 
n e'v er been a ducting the American side of the be much more economical and 
campaign after war .. Nothin.g that the president efficient than any other in use. 
which critics o~ his appomtees had done was It is believed that the process 
who had nothing right. There were blunders here will make possible the produc-
to do with it ?-nd b~unders th~re, ~nd an. amaz- tion of greater quantities of U- I 
have not been mg picture of indecision, incom- 235 which is a close relative of' 
able to find de- petence and inefficiency was ur~nium and which some stu- 1 
Davies fects of the most drawn. Mr. Joy listened with a dents think may become the 
glaring nature in every opera- deceptive appearance 0 ~ patience, fruitful sou~ce of vast quanti-
tion~ Hindsight is usually more for he was not a patle~t man, ties of atomic energy. We are ~ 
penetrating than foresight. In and at the ,~lose of the tirade he told that one pound of U-235 is ' 
·the present war we are hearing rem~,rked And so, we lost the said to be equivalent . to 5,000,000 · 
of th mistakes of the Allies, and war. pounds of coal in power produc-
they have made plenty of them. "Oh, no," said the other. ''I tion, or 30,000,000 pounds of TNT 
If and when the tables are turn- didn't mean that. Of course we in explosive force. 
ed and the Germans begin to get won the war." * * * 
the worst of it, we shall hear of Then Joy turned loose his guns TO ME CAMPARISONS OF 
their blunders. And after it is all and his entire vocabulary, which that kind are paralyzing. That's ' 
over, arm-chair critics will be wa an extensive one, and the the word-paralyzing. If they 
telling of the atrocious blunders critic was pulver zed and blown should tell me that a pound of 
made by both sides. away. U-235 is more powerful than a 
* * * * * * bushel of coal or a gunny-sack 
ALL OF WHICH REMINDS IN NEW YORK THE OTHER of TNT, probably I should get 
me of .the late Willis A. Joy, for- day there was a forum in which all excited and start running 
mer Grand Forks business man, the participants were school around to see what could be done 
postmaster and alderman. Those children from 10 to 15 years of about it. But when they get to 
of Mr. Joy's friend who are still age, with democracy the subJect talking in terms of milhons I 
living will remember that he was of discussion. Little lsie Rear- have just breath enough left to 
a Democrat. He was more th n don, aged 10, expre ed herself say "So what?'' 
i 
• ! JUST ·WHAT CONSTITUTES AMONG T E FINDINGS OF him. For all he knew she might 
drunkenness is a question that the experiments is that the most be a professional damage-seeker. 
has long been debated. Many potent drink is rum, with gin, If that were the case she might 
years ago an eminent Scottish Scotch, rye and brandy following attempt to blackmail him, threa-
authority declared that when a in order, but the conclusion seems tening to have him arrested fo 
man attempts to to be that three drinks of any drunken driving, which would in-
light his pipe at of them should bar the subject volve a scandal and heavy penal-
the pump he from the road. Inquisitive per- ties. He was simply playing safe.I 
Davtes. 
should be con- sons may inquire just what is * * * 
sidered drunk. meant by a drink. I remember LOOKING ACROSS THE 
Short of that he seeing a little glass intended for ocean, I wonder just where Mus-
is sober. Not~- the me~~uring of. drinks of ar- solini will arrive in the peace
1 ing was said dent s~1r1ts on wh1_ch there were settlement which must come\ 
about those who three Imes etched mto the glass. sometime. He has maintained a 
do not smoke or The first, about a third of the precarious position on top of the 
who are not in way from the bottom, was lab- fence, with perceptible leanings 
the vicinity of eled "Ladies." The next, about toward the German side. But he 
pumps. On the two-thirds, was marked "Gentle- has remained on the fence, and 
0 th er hand, r:ien." ~ear the tol? ·was another has held himself ready, if he 
some allegedly lme without lettermg, but bear- should think it necessary, to 
scientific auth- ing the outline of a hog. One jump down on the other· side. 
orities maintain might draw his own conclusions. * * * 
t h a t o n e i s * * * HIS ATTITUDE HAS MADE 
drunk who has imbibed even a LOS ANGELES, I AM TOLD, it necessary for the Allies to 
drop of alcohol, no matter how is very strict about drunken driv- maintain a large force in the 
diluted. ing. In that city a car driven by Mediterranean and to keep a 
* * * a man and one driven by a worn- watchful eye on the Balkans, and 
EFFORTS TO RESTRAIN an came into slight collision. The in that way he has contributed 
drunken driving have resulted in damage to either car was neg- materially to German success in 
the invention of numerous te~ts ligible. The lady drove away sat- the north. In the event of Ger-
for drunkenness, one of which isfied, but the man lingered. To man success, will Hitler show , 
has just been given a work-out a policeman who had appeared his gratitude to his dear south-
in New York. The person being he said "I want you to smell my ern friend by giving him a liber-
tested inflates a little balloon breath." Grinning, the policeman al share of the spoils? That 
with his breath. When the pres- complied. "Smell any liquor?" hasn't been Hitler's way. Musso-
sure has been adjusted to a fix- asked the driver. "No." "Then," lini may consider himself lucky 
ed standard the contents are said the driver, "I want you to if Hitler permits him to hold 
forced through certain liquid make a note of that fact in your what he already has. In the ev-
chemicals contained in a glass book." The cop made a note of ent of an Allied victory, what 
tube. The degree of intoxication, the fact. The driver w e n t consideration will be given Mus-
if any, is judged by the color of through the same performance solini at the council table? Not 
the liquid after a given quantity with two other policemen. No much. There is, of course, the 
of the charged air has passed one detected any odor of liquor, possibility that Mussolini may 
through it. Experiments with a and the fact was duly recorded. contemplate throwing in with the 
large number of subjects have The driver took the numbers of Allies a the critical moment in 
led the investigators to the con- the three officers. consideration of large conces-
clusion that three drinks will * * * sions to be made to him right on 
produce a degree of intoxication THAT DRIVER WAS A MAN the barrel head, commission to 
which renders the subject unsafe of considerable wealth. The lady be delivered in advance of per-
to handle a car. in the case was a stranger to formance. 
--·· =-·--------------..... - -,------
IF YOU HAPPEN TO THINK the levy was raised to 25 mills. ter ten or twenty years we shall 
of it, and it is perfectly (!On· That authorization now expires have a single defense depart-
venient, drop around to your and it is necessary that it be ment which can take up the 
polling place on Tuesday some- renewed. Hence the special elec- subject in a reasoned and busi-
t i me between tion, at which it may ·be worth ness-likeway, pro vi d e d, of 
11 A. M. and 7 your while to vote. course, that we have anything 
P. M. and vote. * * * left to defend. 
The subject to PRESIDENT ROOSEVELTtS * * * 
be decided is appeal for a billion dollar em· 
whether or not ergency defense fund brought A QUARTER OF A CEN· 
ft nds shall be forth a variety of comment, turdy H algl O d N
1
_orway, · Denmar 
pr'ovided with mostly favorable, for there is a an ° an ived t~rough four 
which to oper- realization that an actual em- year~ of the worlds most . gi• 
ate t h e public ergency exists. There were gantic w~r, which was bemg 
s ch o o I s o f however a few n t f d. , fought right at their doors, 
' o es o IS· ·th t b . . d d . Grand Fork s sent. Senator N f N WI ou. emg mva e and w1th-ye, o orth t b . 11 d 
on the present Dakota, who saw nothing in ou emg ca e on to def:nd 
basis or the 1·n- the 1·n · f N themselves. Yet the Umted vas10n o orway which 
come of the dis- DaVlea. would warrant the s crifi f States, three th~usand miles 
. . ~ ce. 0 away, was drawn mto that con-! 
trict shall be cut nearly one- an American mule, 1s skeptical fr t T d N D k , 
third. The subject is of some and sarcastic. During the de- ic · 0 ay, orway, enmar 
importance and it may be worth livery of the president's mes .. and _Holland are occupied by the 
while to take a few minutes to sage he and Senator Clark of ar?11es of a de~pot. There .are 
vote on it. Missouri, stood with their hands still persons m . the Un~ted1 
* * * beh"nd th · b k States who say we m the Umted 1 e1r ac s, presumably . 
EXCEPT WHEN SPECIAL for fear that otherwise they St~tes need pay no _attent10n to 
, h · · t· f h" · h . . this war because 1t is three a: ~ ori1a 10n or a 1gher levy m1g t applaud inadvertently. th d .1 is g1v~n by popular vote the * * * ousan m1 es away. 
school levy of the city is re- FRANK GANNETT, AN AS- * * * 
stricted by law to 18 mills on pirant for the Republican presi· WHETHER OR NOT AN AT- , 
each dollar of taxable valuation. dential nomination, is in favor tempt will be . made to invade ! 
Some years ago the legislature of defense, but he can see no the United States no one knows. 
fixed taxable valuation at 75 reason for haste. Defense, he But we may assure ourselves 
per cent . of the property value thinks, should be placed under that the attempt will be made if 
as returned by the assessor.· On the direction of a single cabinet the men responsible for the in-
that basis a levy of 18 mills officer and should then be or .. vasion of other countries think 
yielded sufficient money to fi- ganized in a "r~asoned and it to their interest to make it. , 
nance the operation of the business-like way." If that condition arises the blow 
IJchools on a reasonable basis. * * * will be struck with lightning 
"hen the legislature fixed the CREATION OF A "SINGLE swiftness, and it will be success-
taxable valuation at 50 per cent department of defense in which ful unless adequate provision is l 
of the assessor's figures, which should be · merged control of made to meet it. That provision 1 
would automatically have cut army, navy and air forces looks must be in the torm of physi-
the school income one-third. all right to me, although I know cal force which can not only 
rovision is made, however, nothing about it.· But the sub- fire shot for shot and strike 
that the citizens, by popular ject has been in 'controversy for blow for blow, but which can 
vote, may increase the mill levy years, with no decision reached act so swiftly and certainly 
within prescribed limits. This I or in . sight. If we wait, as Mr. that it can intercept the attack-
:was done several years ago and Gannett proposes, perhaps af- ing forct:: before it arrives. 
OCCASIONAL PRESS DIS- brought her into contact with the was much feasting. After the 
patches have told of the struggle Amish, old and young, and she ceremony .the groom was tossed 
made by certai:r;i of the Amish, or came to love and respect them over a fence by the unmarried 
Plain People, in Lancaster coun- and to sympathize with their de- young men into the arms of the 
ty, Pennslvania, to . retain the sire to keep their children in bearded married ones, after, 
right to send their religious faith and in the which he is privileged to wear a 
their children to customs of their forefathers. beard like theirs. 
their own little * * * * * * 
country school BECAUSE THE CENTRAL LIKE MANY OTHER LITTLE I 
rather than to · b k · 1· 1 . . . I th I d character m the oo Is a itt e girls Martha is afraid of ,spooks : 
e arger dan girl and the theme is her hope and ~itches Her belief in them · 
m O re . mo ern that the little school may be has been f~stered by her elder 
to~nship sch~ol preserved so that she may at- sister Hetty who doesn't believe 
which was m- d ·t t ·11 b h ' 
tended to take ft~n t I -h nelx yearthw1b ke er in them herself, bu~ who likes to 
irs sc oo year- e oo may tease her young sister Martha 
the place of sev- be classed as a children's book. believes that there are ~pooks in 
er a 1 ° f t h e In the simplicity of its style and the limekiln for once their 
smaller .schools. the homeliness of its incidents it horse Cap got "verhext" there 
The ~mish peo- is a children's book, and a fascin~ and I~st a' shoe. Martha's little 
ple wished to re- t· B t ·t · th 
tain the simple ba mkg ofne. hu.ldi i~, mitored an. a friend Katie thinks that is non-
. oo or c i ren. s escrip- sense and says that Cap couldl 
Davies customs which tions of the home life of an have lost a , shoe in front of the , 
had been hand- Amish family are exceedingly schoolhouse if the nails had 
ed down to them through gener- interesting to the adult and by t M rtha . tl 
t . d f d th " ldl ,, , come ou . a , IS par y con-~ wns an eare e wo: Y no means less interesting be- vinced that Hetty has been spoof-
mfluence of the consolidated cause most of the pictures are · h t·ll "S F ht' school . mg er, s i , ammy asnac s 
· * * * seen through the eyes of a child. barn was "verhext" too when it J 
ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS I * * * ?ur1:1ed, down," sh~ said, "because 
have written about the Amish, LITTLE MARTH A WAG- 1t ?idn t h~ve circles or . fans 1 
their industry and thrift and ner's consuming ambition to go pamt~? on ~t t~ ke.ep the w1tc~es 
their solid substantial character. to school. On the last day of aw~y. Katie d1sm1sses that with 
Many of their customs seem odd school this year she was privileg .. the ~tatement that Sammy was 
in this -stream-lined mechanized ed to visit the little neighborhood burnmg leaves too close to the 
age, but, regardles~ of superfi- sch~ol, th~1t · be!ng the usu~l "try- barn. 
cial customs, the people are uni- out . for a c~1ld. Forthwith she * * * 
versally respected for their fine !ell !n love with the teacher. She THERE ARE STORIES OF AN , 
qualities. Some of the informa- is d~s.turbed by rumors that the Amish Christmas, of huckleber- \ 
tion which I have obtained con- famihar schoolhouse may b: torn rying, of an Amish auction, all 
cerning them has come from H. down and that all the. children told so well that one knows that 
K. Geist of Grand Forks, whose must go to the township school. those things actually happened. r 
family, though not of the , Amish Hope and fear alt~rnate through 'And, though I had read of the 
group, lived among the Plain the months until at last her seven sours and seven sweets 
People and admired and respect- fat?er ret~rn~ fr~m the court at that every good "hausfrau" has 
ed them. As a further contribu- Philadelphia m his Germantown on her table for a formal dinner, 
tion Harry has just lent me a wa~on. with" the news,,t~at Mar- I never knew what they were 
little book which I have read tha s httle schulhaus 1s to be until I read this book. The seven 
with a great deal of interest. opened again. sours are sour red beets, chow 
* * * * * * chow, pepper cabbage, baby wa-
THE BOOK IS ENTITLED "fHE BOOK WAS FILLED termelons pickled, cole-slaw, cu-
"Little Amish Schoolhouse." The with incidents of the child's life, cumber rings and sour apple but-
author, Ella Mae Seyfert, was in many of which her elders par- ter. And the sweets are pie, cake, 
born in Lancaster county and for ticipate. We are told of the fam- prunes, preserves, home canned 
several years taught in the ily going to church, and of an peaches, jelly and sweet apple-
schools there. Her teacher there Amish wedding at which there butter tarts. [ 
THE IDEA OF INITIATING zenship. But any state can fix about a ,;;k in the vicinity of I 
new voters into citizenship ap- the voting age _as !t ple~ses. It Grand Forks. W~rk had. been d.e· 
. N t 1 can make no d1scr1mmat1on be- layed by excessive moisture m pears to be growmg. 0 ong cause of color or sex. It can im- the northern area and in the 
ago there was such a ceremonial pose a properly qualification, can Mouse river valley the water was 
m Oklahoma, · · · require the payment of taxes as said to be the highest ever known 
ind on May 7 a requisite to voting, and may there by white men. There were 
~xercises were impose many other conditions. few settlers in the district at that 
h.eld at Cavalier, * * * time, and those who were there 
North Dakota, at THE SECOND ·AMENDMENT expected to plant flax, chiefly, 
which both natu- to the North Dakota constitu- which could be seeded late. 
ralized and na- tion says among other things that * * * 
tive citizens "the .legislature SHALL by law EARLY IN 1892 THERE 
pledged loy~lty establi~~ al?- educationa! test as were many cases of smallpox in 
1 to th~ A~erican a quahficati?n (for V?tmg), a~d the state, and one clipping , 
constitution. So ~AY prescri.be penalties f?r fall- quotes Dr. H. H. Healy, state 
far ~s I h~ve mg, neglecting or refusm~ t?, superintendent of public health, 
any mforma~10n vot_e at any general election. who urged greater care in the : 
on the sub~ect This has never been done. isolation of patients. Vaccination I 
the C av al 1 e r The right of the state to regu.. of all school children was order- I · 
cerem.onial w.as D . late the voting of its citizens has ed by the local board of health. ' 
the first of its avies been pretty thoroughly tested in * * * 
kind to be held in North Dakota. the supreme court in connection . THERE WERE NO MARBLE 
* * * with election legislation in sev- tournaments and championships 
WHETHER SUCH EXERCIS- eral of the southern states. Pro- in those days, but a clipping dat-
1 
es include both naturalized and visions which were notoriously ed 1892 tells of the regular spring 
native first voters or are held intended to keep negroes from outbreak of marbles, and de-
j separately f_or each does ~ot yoting ?r to render their vot:s scribes in some detail the marble 
seem to be important. The 1m- meffective were declared vahd games which were current in I portant t~ing is that there. should by the supr~~e court becall:se tl~ose days. Everyone is familiar 
i be exercises of some kmd, so those prov1s10ns as drawn m- with the expression "knuckle 
' that induction into full American volved no technical discrimina- down," which means, of course, 
citizenship shall be treated with tion. to get right down to business. 
becoming dignity. * * * I wonder how many know that 
* * * A NOTE FROM MISS MIN- the expression comes from one 
I 
THE RIGHT TO VOTE IS nie Wilkie of Rolla encloses sev- of the old games of marbles. In 
often considered an inherent eral clippings from old Heralds that game the player was re-
right, which it is not under our which were found in a radio cabi- quired to -shoot with his kl)uckle I system. It is a privilege confer- net, and which had been there touching the ground. If he tried 
red, not by the federal constitu- nobody knows how long. The to slip something over by rais- 1 
tion, but by the state. Most items clipped are of little impor- ing his hand just a little he 
states, probably all of them, tance now, but years ago some- would be greeted with shouts 
mere 21 the voting age, and be- body thought them of interest. of "knuckle down" from the on-
cause the custom is so general One, dated April 19, 1902, tells lookers. The phrase has been 
it is sometimes assumed to be of the progress of seeding, which · widely adopted in other fields, 
inseparable from American citi- was · expected to be completed in and it seems highly appropriate. 
SAFETY PROGRAMS ARE their companions of like age, ALMOST ANY DAY, AND 
directed quite _Ia~"gelr to the. ef- were pla_Ying togPther, far .f~om especially on Saturday, one may 
fort to the ehmmat~on ?f h1~h- home, _without ~dult su~erv1s10n, see groups of boys headed out 
way hazards. Attent10n 1s bemg anrl with the rif.1e earned along f t . . 
given to r o a d as a plaything. 0 own carrying small rifles, 
construction s o * * * usually bound on gopher-hunting 
that the condi- FORTUNATELY FAT AL I· expeditions. Some of those boys 
tion of the · road ties of ~his kind are infreq~e!1t, are old enough and careful 
itself shall not but accidents short of fataht1es h t b t t d ·th 
1 
be a me:nace, to are numerous. Flying bullet~ enoug . ~ e . en .r~s e WI. 
the co n d i ti o n break windows and destroy other guns on httle exped1t10ns of their 
and equipment property and inflict on human own. But a large proportion of 
of vehicles and beings wounds which are painful them are not. If gophers are 
1 to the general and often dangerous. A young available - and sometimes they 
1 attitude and con- woman of my acquaintance will are not - birds are often used as 
, duct of drivers. carry to her grave a crease substitutes. Bullets fly in un-
. 
1 All of this is of across her scalp caused by a bul- known directions and to un-
1 the highest im- let which, had its direction varied known distances, and in a wood-
port an c e, and by an inch, might have blinded ed district one can never be 
l public response or killed her. She never knew sure what danger lurks or in 
in gen e r a 1 is who fired the gun, and the what direction it lies. Davtea. 
more gratifying. chances are that the person who * * * 
Our highways must be made fired it never knew that , his bul- THE SHOOTING OF MOST 
safer and still safer, and the safe- let had struck a huma.n target. birds is a misdemeanor, punish- 1 
, ty movement must be a contin- * * * able by fine or imprisonment or : 
uous and progressive one in or- A RIFLE, AIR, 22 OR WHAT both. · Moreover, it is a misde-
der to keep pace with · increased not,, is a deadly weapon, and it meanor even to carry a gun with- l 
I and swifter traffic. is no fit toy to be placed in the in · any of the public parks. Hence 
* * * hands of a child. No boy should for a boy to be found in a park 
THE ATTENTION WHICH IS ever be allowed to carry or use with a gun in his hands the state-
properly given to highway safe- such a weapon except under im- ment that he was merely going 
ty, however, should not blind us; mediate competent adult super- through and hadn't discharged 1 
to the existe;nce of other perils, vision until he has reached the the gun is not a valid excuse. 
one of which is the unrestricted age at which he may be expected The mere fact that he is in a 1 
nd undirected use of deadly to use proper care and judgment park with a gun in his hands, 
weapons by children. We have and until he has demonstrated loaded or unloaded, is ~ufficient 
just had a tragic reminder of the those qualities. The statement is to convict him. 
I 
existence of this peril and of the sometimes made that "the boy * · * * 
need for adequate measures to must learn to use a gun some- SKILL IN HANDLING A I 
! remove it. In Grand Forks a few time." The desirability of that gun is not sufficient to entitle 
l days ago a 13-year old boy was may be conceded, but it does not the boy to use one all by him-
I instantly killed by being. sh?t follow that in learning to use .a self. He should have a record 
through the heart by a 22 rifle m gun the boy shall endanger his of carefulness and consi<leration 
the hands of another boy of 11. own life and t e lives of every- for his own safety and the lives 
The two boys, with several
1 
of one around him. and property of others. 
DR. FREDERICK A. COOK afterward shown to have been thirty years. 
has just been granted a full taken from a much lower ele- · * * * 
and unconditional pardon by vation. AFTER EXAMINATION OF 
President Roosevelt. Members * * * his records by a group of scien-
of the younger HE ACCOMPANIED PEARY tists Cook's claim was rejected 
generation may as a physician on an Arctic ex- as not supporte~ by evidence. 
wonder just pedition and acquitted himself Later Cook admitted that the 
w h o th i s Dr. well. Later he started out on "observations" which purported 
cook is, and an Arctic journey on his own to have been made on his 
some of their account, and in the spring of journey, had been prepared for 
· e 1 d e r s m a y 1909 the scientific world was him by a seafaring man whom 
wrinkle their startled by a message from he had paid to do the job. An 
brows in an ef- him sent from the most north- Eskimo, Itookashook, who, Cook 
fort to recall erl; wire station, announcing said, had accompanied him to 
something about that he had reached , the north the pole, said that he and Cook 
him. But about pole. Since then both poles had gone about two da~s' jour-
l
l thirty years ago have been visited several times, ney northward on th~ ice and 
Dr. Cook was a but until that time the north had then returned by a circula:r; 
. world's s e n s a- pole had been the goal of ex- route and spent . the winter on 
tion. He is the pedition after expedition, and to where the huntmg was good. 
man who said Davies be the first to rea91 it was an They had never been near the 
t h a t h e h a d honor coveted by --- the greatest pole. 
reached the north pole and re- explorers of the age. * * * 
ceived plaudits for his alleged * * * AFTER THE COLLAPSE OF 
achievements, and then the dis- DR. COOK WAS BROUGHT his north pole sensation Cook 
covery turned out to be a fake. from the north on a Danish subsided, to turn up some years 
* * * ship, and on it he went first later as a dealer in oil stocks 
DR. COOK WAS AN EX- to Denmark, where his state- in Texas. There he ran foul of 
· plorer and adventurer, possess- ments were accepted at their the federal government and was 
· ed of considerable scientific face value. Meanwhile Peary convicted of using the mails to \ 
knowledge and unusually en- was on his way south with the defraud. For this he was sen-
terprising and resourceful. It news that he had reached his tenced to fourteen years in the . 
'appeared, however, that with all life-long ambition and reached penitentiary. A few years ago 1 
his ability there was a streak of the pole. He was shocked to he was paroled, and now, ill 
unreliability and unscrupulous- learn that Cook had made a from a stroke, old and destitute, ' 
, ness in his character and his similar claim, one which Peary he has been given a full pardon · 
really worth-while achievements knew to be unfounded. There- in order that his citizenship , 
were clouded with deceit. He upon there ensued a controversy rights might not lapse. Re- ·' 
undertook the ascent of Mount marked by bitter partisanship, quest for this act of clemency 
McKinley in Alaska, and re- and thousands of persons who were made by men with whom 
turned with the statement that knew nothing whatever of the Cook had been associated with in 
he had gained the peak. As facts became violent supporters the past, and who were mov-
evidence he had published photo- of one claimant or the other. ed to pity by the sad plight of 
graphs which he said were taken Occasionally, from the cold a .man whom they had known as 
from the highest pinnacle of ashes of that quarrel, embers a friend, and who had many 
1
1 
the mountain, but which were are still blown into flame after engaging qualities. 
HOW WOULD YOU SPEND it would be my last?" Fortunate- Indians has arisen in connection 
your last day or night · on earth ly or otherwis~, the last da~ of with the plan. of Seneca !ndians 
. . Id b ur most of us will be spent Just to erect a radio broadcastmg sta-
if you knew it wou e yo · about as usual for we do not tion on their 37 000 acre reser-
last? The question has been oft- know at what 'moment the cur- vation near Rochester, New 
en asked and variously answered. tain will drop upon this pageant York. The president of their or-
In his column on of life. ganization says that his people 
this page the * * * feel that they ought to have a ~ other day Dale THERE ARE ABOUT 300 MO- radio .station of t~eir own, and 
!Harrison quoted hawk Indians living in New they mtend to build one. They 
1 Eddie Cantor as York City. They do not wear de not intend to ask permission 
I saying that he blankets or feathers, nor do they of the FCC. Their attitude is not 
would prefer to make their living selling trinkets th~t of defiance of federa~ auth-
spend his last to tourists. Nearly all of them, ority, but of the exercise of 
night at a hilar- the men, are structural steel rights which, they ·. mai~tain, 
ious New York workers of all things. Just how have never been relmqmshed. 
stage show and they got that way nobody seems Their trea.ty with the govern-
die I au g hing. to know but for several genera- ment provides that congress may 
Harrison do es tions th~y and their immediate enact legislation governing In-
not think much forbears have been among the dian property on reservations, 
of t h a t. He most competent steel workers in but only by and with consent of 
would prefer, he the city. They like that kind of the Seneca council. 
says, to spend Davtes. work and prefer it to any other.. * * , * 
his last hours Height means nothing to them, IT MAY BE THAT THERE 
on the veranda · of a country and it is said that any of tMm is something in the make-up of ! 
mansion, with everything quiet can walk a steel beam 60 stories the Indian which gives him a 
around him, with no human high as casually as another per.. sense of security in high places 
companionship, perhaps ~ith his son would walk along the street. which most others de not pos- J 
dog curled up by his side, and One of them explains: "Indians, sess. Some individuals have it in l· 
j thus to meet death open-eyed they rather be up. Like to work a marked degree. In his early , 
and fearless. up on top." life the late Hugh Quigley of · 
* * * * * * East Grand Forks had done con- 1 
I HAVE READ THAT A THE MOHAWKS HAVE BEEN siderable building, and height ' 
great preacher, one of the Wes- the most progressive of the fam- had no terrors for him. At the 
leys, perhaps, who was asked ed Six Nations. One of their age of about 70 he bought an 
that question. He replied that if chiefs, Joseph Brant, after whom East Grand Forks building and 
he knew that the present day my ·old home town was named, wrecked it, doing much of the 
were to be his last, he would was not only an able general, work himself. With perfect in-
first give thanks to God for His but a real statesman. It was un- difference he would walk along 
mercies, then fulfill his preach- der his able leadership that the a two-by-four 20 feet from the 
ing and other engagements as six great Iroquois tribes, that ground carrying an armful of 
usual, and at the r}ose of his had been engaged in almost con- boards. When a friend remon-
day's work he would again tinuous warfare with each other, strated with him, saying that he 
engage in prayer and compose were welded into a peaceful con- would certainly fall and break 
himself to sleep. federacy. He organized among his neck he pointing to a scant-
* * * those who were popularly regard- ling lying on the ground. "Is 
IN OTHER WORDS, HE ed as savages a league of na- there any difficulty about walk-
would close his life active in the tions that worked. Modern states- ing on that thing?" he asked. 
performance of his daily duties, men might well take a leaf from "No, of course not." "All right," 
just as if death were not expect- his book. said Quigley, "Isn't it just as 
ed. The question asked suggests * * * wide up there as it is down 
its obverse: "Am I spending this AN INTERESTING QUES- here?" And there wasn't any 
day as I would spend it if I knew tion · involving the legal rights of answer to that. 
- ~ 
COMPARED WITH WHAT IS rather than through the news- chiefly Great Britain and France 
oing on just now the disturb- papers. as loans to be repaid according 
nee of 1914-18 was a horse-and- * * * to specified terms. Actually they C O LO NE L LINDBERGH'S 
buggy war. The meth?ds em- radio talk deploring the "hysteri- mere made as a part of the con-
ployed m that cal chatter of calamity and in- tribution of the United States to 
former war ar~ vasion that has been running a great war in which this nation 
now as anti· .f th 1 t f d n h .. r1 e ese as ew ays as was a part1c1 pant, not for the 
quated as the b h · t f 
rought fort a vane Y O com- sake of the Allies but for our 
met h O d s of ment. The New York Times says . ' 
Alexander would that the "hysterical chatter" is own sake and m defense of ways. 
have been at the the talk now heard on every of living in which all the democ-
battle of Water· side that the democracies of racies had a common interest. It 
loo when men France and Great Britain stand was our war no less than theirs. 
w e r e fighting in imminent danger of defeat by They had shed their blood and 
w it h muskets Germany. The Times then com- spent their substance in it, and \ 
and cannons !n· ments: we could do no less. Despite for-
stead of with * * * mal promises to pay, a large pro-
spears, battle- "COLONEL LINDBERGH IS portion of our own people re-
Davtea. axes and bows a peculiar young man if he can garded the advances as outright 
and arrows. I suppose the basic contemplate this possibility in grants, contributions to a com-
principles of military science any other light than as a calam- mon cause. 
have not changed since the days ity for the American people. He * * * 
of Joshua and Gideon, but if is an ignorant young man if, he THE FIRST TRAGIC ERROR, 
Joshua and Gideon were here trusts his own premise that it as I see it, was that the ad-
now they would have to abandon makes no difference to us wheth- vances were not at the begin-
their ram's horns . and trumpets er we are deprived of the historic ning treated as a part of our 
and torches and try something defense of British sea power in own contribution to the war. 
else. the Atlantic ocean. He is a blind That would have simplified 
· * * * young man if he' really believes everything, and financially we/ 
THERE WAS A LITTLE that we can live on equal terms should have been as well off as 
vinegar in President Roosevelt's of peace and happiness 'regard- we are now. The second error 
expression of gratitude to former less of which side wins this war' was that of the Allies. Whether 
Governor Landon, who, the presi- in Europe. equitably or otherwise, they had 
dent said, "was his luncheon "Colonel Lindbergh remains a promised to pay, and their ere-
guest Wednesday, for his sug- great flier." dit depended on their · keeping 
gestions contained in the state- * * * that promise. Rather than de-
ment the governor has written IN THE EMERGENCY CRE- fault it would have been better 
1or the press." ated by the war some new sug- for them to strip themselves 
Mr. Landon had lunch with the gestions are being made and down to their 'shirts to keep up 
president and the two qiscussed some old ones renewed relative their payments. Deplorable irri-. 
matters relating to the organiza- to the war loans which have been tation would have been avoided, ' 
tion of the nation for defense. a source of irritation for years. and ultimately an amicable ad-
Then Landon issued a statement The history of that loan trans- justment could have been reach-
to the press saying that Repub- action-for it is all one -- has ed which would have left good 
lica leaders could not enter in- been marked from the beginning feeling all around. The third er-
to any coalition arrangement un- by a series of what appear to me ror in the sequence has been 
der present conditions, and that to be lamentable errors. First of continued insistence by our gov-
the best way to insure a united these was that there was a ernment on its claim rather than 
front would be for the president vagueness of understanding of a realistic acceptance of facts 
to put an end to the third term the conditions under which the and the cancellation of claims 
movement by saying that he will loans were made, and that inde- which will never be collected ex-
not accept an<;>ther nomination. finiteness has colored all the cept under conditions which will 
Implied in the president's state- subsequent discussions. make for still further irritation. 
ment is the suggestion that Lan- * * * That, at least, is one man's 
don might better have communi- TECHNICALLY T H E AD- view of the whole war debt sit-
cated his views to him direct vances were made to the Allies, uation. 
NEARLY 40 YEARS AGO, without a question. The refresh- applicant may be quite true \iVith-
while revisiting my old home in ments had had a mellowing influ- out reflecting at all on th~ gen-
Canada, I accompanied a friend ence on the inspection officials. eral quality of the army manage-
to a nearby town where British * * * ment. · 
officers were inspecting and THE CANADIAN PARLIA- * * * 
Davies 
buying horses mentary opposition just now js SOME OF US WERE TALK-
for army re- reviving the charges of negli- ing the other day about peculiar 
mounts. S u ch gence and incompetence against. automobile aecidents. The story 
meets were held the administra!ion which were was told of a case in which a 
periodically, no- made the chief issue in the re- car, being jockeyed into a park-
tice being given cent dominion election. In that ing space, had run over a man 
of each, and pet'- election the Kine administration who fell beneath the front 
sons having was indorsed by a record maj\lr- wheels, and then, through some 
horses ior sale ity vote, but the diminished oppo- sudden shift of gears had run 
brought them in sit~on continues its attacks and over him the other way. I re-
a n d e n t e r e d has listed a number of items in marked that such accidents are 
them for in- support of its charges. not peculiar to the automobile 
s p e c t i o n and * * * age, for I had seen sometMng 
sale. My friend One of these is the case of. a similar in the horse-and-buggy 
had had a like- veteran . of the former war who, days. 
ly-looking mare partially disabled, offered him- * * * 
which he wished self for service in a clerical posi- AS A SMALL BOY I RODE 
to sell because tion which was to be filled. Ac- one day with my grandfather to 
\ 
of some defect which rendered cording to the story he was re- visit a neighb9ring farm. Arriv-
her undesirable. jected because he was 10 pounds ing at the place my grandfather 
* * * under weight, although his stopped the horse. a quiet, friend-
THE I N S P E CTION Vv1 AS weight had nothing to do with ly nag, and started to climb out. 
held at the fair grounds. Each the duties to be performed. He He stepped on a spoke of the 
horse was saddled and ridden at went home and put himself on front wheel, the wheel began to 
various gaits around the race a cod-liver diet. In two or three. turn, and he fell in front of it. 
track, and, if passed, was bought weeks he had gained 12 pounds. The horse, feeling the pressure 
at a stated price. The major in Again presenting himself for in- from behind, stepped forward 
charge and his subordinate of- spection he was rejected because and the wheel ran over grand-
ficers watched the performance his skin was too oily. father. Seeing what was happen-
and passed judgment on each * * * ing I grabbed the lines franticai-
horse. At brief intervals the pro- SUCH INCIDENTS HA VE ly and pulled back with all my 
ceedlngs were suspended while their ridiculous side. If typical might. It was too late, for the 
the major and his staff retired they indicate a deplorable condi.- wheel had already passed over. 
to the adjoining pavilion for r~st tion. But they may occur without Then the horse, respondin~ to 
and refreshment. After eaC'h re- being typical. In every organiza- the tug of the lines, backed up 
freshment period the require- tion as large and varied as an and the wheel made a second trip 
ments seemed to be perceptibly army must be there are incom- across grandfather. He was1ft 
liberalized. N£y friend's mare petents and misfits whose acts hurt much, for the rig was light, 
was near the last cf those in- are often utterly senseless, and but did he give me fits! And I 
spected and she was accepted the story of the under-weight had done the best I could. 
ONE OF THE IMPORTANT toms some of which are centuries ulative fevers in the history of 
industries of The Netherlands is old, by the singing of Dutch folk mankind. The tulip had become a 1 
that of bulb production. Large songs and by Dutch dances in popular flower, and many new 
areas of the rich level lands of characteristic costumes. The cen· strains, differing in form and col· 
that country are devoted to the tral feature of. the festival was or, were developed. Some of 
Davies 
prod u c ti o n of the special display of tulips, these were prized for their oddity 
the bu I b s of which were arranged in a great and rarity, and the possession 
flowering plants, circular space through which of unusual specimens became 
chief among wound a drive 10 miles long. first a fad and then a craze. En-
which are tulips, During the week Holland was ormous prices were paid for 
although large visited by several hundred thou- single bulbs of particulary choice 
quantities of hy- sand sightseers, for the fame of varieties. Wealthy collectors bid 
acinth, narcissus the celebration has extended for against each , other. 
and other bulbs hundreds of miles. * * * 
are also produc- * * * THE MANIA GREW TO SUCH 
ed. The German THE FESTIVAL IS INAUG- a height that all Europe was 
invasion has in- urated by a quaint ceremony bor- laughing at it. Bulbs of the fav-
terrupted many rowed from the older Holland of orite tulips of the rarer varieties 
of the activities many generations ago. Just be- rose to fabulous prices; some 
of the Dutch fore the official opening the may- constituted a fortune, like a 
people, and even or makes a formal inspection of house, an orchard, or a mill. One 
though the tulip the principal city streets and sol- bulb was equivalent to a dowry 
fields are still emnly pronounces them not clean for the daughter of a rich fam-
cultivated, the commerce of the enough for the entertainment of ily; for one bulb were given two 
country is demoralized, and it is visitors and orders them scrub- carts of grain, four carts of bar-
' 
now impossible for. growers to bed. Thereupon the women of ley, four oxen, 12 sheep, two 
reach their usual foreign mar- the community sally forth with casks of wine, four casks of beer, 
1 
kets. brooms, brushes and pails of wa- a thousand pounds of cheese, a 
. * * * ter and perform the official complete dress and a silver gob-
THERE IS, TOWEVER, AN- scrubbing, and when the streets let. 
other Holland, where tulips are are t~us . rendered immaculate, * * * 
grown, and which the war has the _city is pronounced ready to THE TULIP CRAZE REACH-
touched only through the senti- receive guests. ed its climax in the adoption of 
ment of its people. It is a pleas- * * * the practice of buying and selling 
1 ant little Michigan city, on the THE KNOWN HISTORY OF futures. Dealers would contract 
eastern shore of Lake Michigan, the tulip and several other bul- to deliver at a future date large 
a place of about 15,000 inhabi- bous flowering plants runs back quantities of bulbs of a certain 
tants, which is the center of a to the days of the crusades. Cru- classification which they did not 
considerable area whose people saders were impressed by the yet possess. The purchaser would 
are largely of Dutch extraction. beauty of many of the flowering sell his opinion at an advanced 
I There, as in the old home land plants which they found in the price, and the new purchaser , across the sea, the fields in countries along the eastern Med- would repeat the operation, also 1 
; spring are gay with tulip blooms, iterranean, and, re t u r n i n g,· at a paper profit. People grew , 
1 and many of the picturesque brought with them seeds or bulbs fabulously rich - on paper-
·l Dutch customs still survive. of those plants. The soil and through such transactions, and 
* * * climate of Holland were found within a short time more tulip 
ONE OF THESE CUSTOMS IS to be especially suited to the bulbs were sold than would ever 
the holding of a tulip festival propagation of those plants, and be produced in thousands of · 
each spring. That festival at Hol- there a great industry was born. years. At last the government is-
land, Michigan, has just been * * * sued an edict putting an end to 
held, occupying the entire week IN THE SEVENTEENTH the speculation, and. bulbs that 
May 18-25, and it was marked, as century Holland was the center had been bringing astronomical 
usual, by the observance of cus- of one of the most fantastic spec- prices could be had for a song. 
RECENTLY A PARAGRAPH to tell it to the marines, who Sunday Herald and I am always 
in the questions and answers might be gullible to swallow it. interested in your column. 
column told of the origin of the * * * "In la~t ~unday's Herald I 
. " . IT MAY BE ALL WRONG, noted, with mterest, what you 
expression, Tell it to tpe ma- , . said in reference to the school 
rines." The story is that when but .1 cant help feelmg symp~- election, which fully convinced 
strange stories thetic toward the man who is me that you have not lost any of 
of distant lands trying to keep his· family togeth- your art in being tolerant. That 
were told, before er and get them to Alaska on a election was certainly an im-
accepting them boat of his own manufacture portant one to the peoijle of 
an English king . Grand Forks and one in which 
had them sub- ':h1ch he hauled across the con- all of them should be very much 
mitted to the tment for that purpose. I can interested. 
marines, who, understand the attitude of the * * * 
because of their authorities who sought to pre- "FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS 
wide experience, vent the trip. The owner of the I have felt that we could well 
w e r e able to boat knows nothing of naviga- afford to have one more amend-
pass on the ac- tion, and there are grave ques- ment to our constitution and 
curacy of such tions as to the seaworthiness of that is that every natural born 
tales. If that is his little craft. To take several American reaching the age of 21 
the correct ver- young children on a trip of that would be obliged to pass an Am-
sion the history kind, through the treacherous erican citizenship examination· 
of the saying is Davies currents along that western before he or she would be per-
an example of coast, is to take long chances, mitted to vote. I am sure if that 
the manner in which prover- and one official said that the au- were done, a much larger per-
bial statements are often divert- thorities would be severely criti- centage of the American born 
ed from their original meaning. cized if they were to permit the would have a deeper apprecia-
N ow, when one is advised to voyage and it should end in_ tion in the American way of life 
"tell it to the marines", the in- shipwreck, with the loss of sev- than they have now. I am also 
tent is to dismiss a statement as eral lives. His point is well sure that if you were to ask 100 
absurd and incredible. The more taken. Nevertheless, I can't help people you meet on the street, 
extended form is, "Tell that to admiring the enterprise and dog- American born and past 21, what 
the marines; the sailors won't ged persistence of the man who is meant by the three branche$ 
believe it." is trying to hold his family to- of our government and what is 
* * * gether and establish them in meant by our Republican form 
BACK OF THAT IS THE some place where they can stand of government, 75 per cent of 
traditional rivalry between sail- on their own feet. Now that he them would be unable to give the 
ors and marines. Both are sea- is on his way I hope he wins. correct answers. 
faring forces, but although both * * * * * * 
often are quartered on the same ONCE IN .A LONG TIME I ''I ALSO FEEL THAT IF 
ships, the marines are not sail- hear from Louis -Campbell, who, our ladies would spend part of 
ors, and unless in exceptional after many years spent in Grand the time at their social gather .. 
circumstances, they have nothing Forks, moved to · western Cana- ings in getting the correct an-
to do with the operation of the da, and who is now president of swers to the above questions, and 
ship. Usually their ship duties the Strutwear Knitting company many others along the same line, 
are those of police, which does of Minneapolis. I have just re- their time would be much better 
not make for their popularity ceived the following letter from employed than in playing bridge. 
with the sailors who are policed. him: "I heartily agree with your 
Hence, when a tall yarn was told *. * * views on our Preparedness. The 
to a group of sailors it was apt "MRS. CAMPBELL VERY sad part of it is, we are late in 
to be dismissed with the advice frequently buys a Grand Forks starting." 
HA VE YOU EVER HEARD district, probably because of the small, are planted to produce new 
the song of a whip-poor-will in msects which are attracted b)' stock. The plant also produces 
Grand Forks? I haven't. Neither the street lights . . It utters a seed-from which new plants may 
had Mrs. S. A. Saunderson until rather high-pitched "peen," and be grown. This is a slow pro-
a few evenings on recovering from a dive it cess, as several seasons are re-
ago, when she utters a loud ''boom" quite un- quired to produce sizable bulbs 
heard the "whip- like the sound made by any from seed. The results, also, are 
poor-will" com- other bird. uncertain, as cross fertilization 
ing clear and dis- * * * results in mixed varieties, most 
tinct from the THE HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, of which are worthless. Profes-
woods along the Sentinel issued a special edition sional tulip growers propagate 
river. It remind- in. connection with the tulip fes- from seed under control, and this 
ed her of her tival which had become an an- process has resulted in the pro-
former home in nual event in Holland. Some in- duction of the finest of our pres-
southern Minne- teresting information is given ent varieties. 
sota, where these concerning the history and * * * 
birds are plen- characteristics of the tulip. Tulip MOURNING DOVES ARE 
tiful. In my boy- growers are often puzzled by the again in evidence, and their rath-
hood in southern peculiar behavior of their plants er doleful sound may be heard 
Ontario the note which, retaining for several years at almost any time. I can't get 
Davies of th e whip- their typical form and color, will the idea of some of the con-
poor-will was one of the familiar suddenly change their appear- servationists that the m<;>urning 
evening sounds in summer, but ance for no apparent reason. dove is threatened with extinc-
it is many years since I have * *. * tion. The disappearance of the 
heard that sound. THE SENTINEL SAYS THAT passenger pigeon is cited as a 
* * * this tendency has always mark- warning of what to expect with 
WHERE BOTH BIRDS ARE ed the tulip, and that it can reference to the mourning dove, 
numerous the whip-poor-will and never be known that a tulip of but the birds have little in com-
the night-hawk are often con- a given variety will retain its mon except. common member-
fused, as the two are of the form and color unchanged. The ship in the pigeon family. Pas-
same family and their appear- changes are usually of color. senger pigeons were gregarious, 
ance and habits are quite simi- Solid colors will become streak- traveled in great flocks and lived I 
lar. Both remain in hiding dur- ed, reds will become yellow, and in enormous colonies during the 
ing the day and take to the air so on. It is said that there are breeding season. In flight they i 
at night, wheeling and soaring not now in existence more than were often so numerous as to 
m search of the insects which two or three varieties which obscure the sun. The mourning 
constitute their food. have retained their characteris- dove is rather domestic in its 
* * * tics since tulip growing became habits and I have heard of those 
THE WHIP - POOR - WILL one of the great industries of birds being seen in flocks. Occa-
does not travel as far north as the low countries of western Eu- sional pairs are often seen around 
its cousin. Its usual northern rope. · This habit of variation the residence districts of our 
range being somewhat south of makes the life of the tulip fan- cities and villages, and they may 
this latitude. The night-hawk cier one of perpetual uncertainty be seen singly or in pair on al-
nests as far north as the Arc- and adds to the fascination of most any country road. In recent 
tic circle, and its flight to its the work. years they appear to be more 
southern winter home is one of · * * * numerous · than formerly, and 
the longest made by any of our TULIP GROWERS KNOW, OF there seems to be no reason to 
1 land birds. In Grand Forks the course, that the tulip bulb pro- fear their extinction. They are 
I night-hawk is seen and heard duces sets, something after the useful birds, consuming great 
I 
?n warm summer evenings, fly- fashion of the. multiplier onion, numbers of insects and weed 
mg usually over the down-town and these sets, usually quite seeds. 
